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This study was created primarily to explore new techniques and to generate
fruitful new hypotheses and procedures. for the (1) description of variations in

expressed curiosity and constructive exploration among disadvantaged preschool
children and (2) assessment of the relationship between such curiosity and exploration
and other aspects of the child's dynamic and cognitNe development. The study was
conducted at two Philadelphia Get Set (Head Start) preschool centers with eighteen
4-year-old Negro children. Data sources were (1) observations of the children in the
preschool setting, (2) teacher mnkings, and (3) four sessions with the indmdual
children. During the data gathering, special measures were used to assess the child's
curiosity and exploration, self-image, perception of adults and environment, and
concept formation. The results showed that although the subjects were not at
advanced as middle dass children, they did divide into high and low developed groups.
Those subjects with more active exploratory behavior, were more coherent, hacl more
positive images, and had a more adequate concept formation. These children seem to
have a good chance to succeed in school, but the less developed children', who
appeared to be very disadvantaged, will need significant amounts of added help. (WD)
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I. INTRODUCT/ON AND PROBLEM

This pilot project has had two primary objectives: first, to
develop ways of systematically describing variations in expressed
curiosity and constructive exploration among preschool, disadvan-
taged children; and second, to assess the relationship between
the extent of such spontaneous exploration and other aspects of
the child's development.

Developmental theorists have long held that the young child gains'
an increasing knowledge and mastery of his world by a process of

active exploration? As he manipulates objects, creates change,
asks questions, he comes to adapt his actions and ideas to his
accumulating experience; by the time he.enters school he is usual-
ly equipped with rudimentary concepts cf how the world operates
and is structured. The active exercise of exploration during this
preschool period is probably useful to his later school learning
in several ways: it gives him a cognitive base of information and
learning, it gives him a sense of process and relativism that is
probably necessary if he is to enter the world of symbol systems
and formal teaching, and it gives him an essential set toward the
satisfaction of learning and finding out. If we are to. follow the

theorists a step further, it is also likely that this prOcess serves
the child in other ways, fostering his sense of mastery and his psy-

chological growth as a confident and effective individual.

Cecent work and theory concerned with children of disadvantaged

families has suggested that neither this process nor the presumed con-

comitant learnings develop as fully, for many of the children, as they

do among middle class children2 -- either because the "natural" deveA

lopment of curiosity and coastructive exploration,requires =dela,
guidance and response in a form not readily avails/Ass 'to these child-

ren, or because it is thwarted by threat and trauma in the environment.
Obviously, however, the children who are classed as "socially disadvanr

taged" and who enter preschool compensatory programs vary considerably
in their resources, their behavior and the extent to which their acti-
vities are characterized by such spontaneous, active exploration.

In shaping the nature of the project, both the assumption of varia-
tion within the lower class population and the growth of knowledge coo.

cerning disorganized segments of this population have been important

factors. They have accounted for the design, which focuses on varia-
tion among disadvantaged preschool children, and for the hypotheses,

which derive their rationale from the presumed effects of different

iSee especiallyeakson (1950); Piaget (1952); Werner (1957); White(1959).

2Nunt (1964); Mattick (1965); Pavenstedt, Malone et al (1967);

Smilaniky (1965).



backgrounds within the lower class on aspects of psychological de-
velopment.

Variation within the lower class population has not been a prime focus
of theory or research, to date. Such writers as Pavenstedt (1965)
have drawn attention to contrasting values, life styles and child
rearing in different lower class homes and to the "broad range of pre-
paredness" among lower class children, while Horowitz and Hirsch (1968)
have systematized a developmental typology for describing differences
in psychological maturity among young disadvantaged children. In
general, however, research relevant to this population has concentrated
on examining the differences between lower class children and those
of the middle class.

Variation within this population is of obvious importance, however.
If preschool programs are to facilitate individual growth and learning
as effectively as possible, they need to be based on understanding of
variations in the psychological characteristics of the children and in
their spontaneous stance toward what the environment has to offer.
Such an understanding may be particularly important for a population
of children who tend to be relatively non-verbal. Among these children,

the extent of constructive and exploratory interaction with the envi-
ronment may offer the best clues concerning energy available for new
learning.

As a primary objective, then, this project has focused on assessing
the stance of preschool disadvantaged children toward exploration of
the environment. It has been concerned with developing methods for
such assessment suitable to the preschool setting and to the compara-
tive evaluation of children within it; it has also been concerned with
preliminary study of the processes through which the curiosity of the
children is expressed.

As an extension of its basic purpose, the study has explored the re-
lationship between variations in exploratory behavior and other aspects
of dynamic and cognitive development: self-image, expectations of the
environment, and concept formation. It was predicted that children
with more constructive exploratory behavior would be characterized by
a more effective and differentiated self-image; greater expectations
of support, coherence and facilitation from the human and physical
environment; and greater conceptual mastery. Those with low curiosity
and exploration were expected to show a relatively amorphous, undiffe-
rentiated self-image; low expectancy of coherence, support or facili-
tating response from the environment; and relatively inadequate con-
ceptual mastery.

The rationale for these predictions draws in part on new understanding
of variations among lower class, urban families and in part on deve-
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lopmental theories which posit the interdependence of psychological
factors.

Research with inner city disorganized families (Deutsch 1967; Hess
and Shipman 1965; Minuchin et al 1967; Pavenstedt, Malone et al 1967)
has pointed to certain features that characterize the disorganized
segment of the underprivileged population: lack of structure and
coherence in the daily environment; ineffective adult models; salience
of aggression and threat in the environment; limited gradations of
affect and content in communication; low individuation of children;
lack of specificity and elaboration in teaching, reinforcement and
guidance. Such environments are unpredictable and threatening to the
small child and relatively weak in the kinds of models and guidance
that presumably enhance optimal development. Theoretically, we
might expect,,multiple effects oft the development of children who live
within them.J

To present this schematically (phrased in terms of the "low" or dis-
organized end of the continuum):

211210021LEELMISarlditions
(disorganized structures; insoluble dilemmae; undifferen-
tiated and ineffective models; nonsupportive relationships,
with poor individuation; excessively strong stimulation
(violence and sex); ineffective teaching, reinforcement and
guidance)

Inhibition
of curiosity
and
exploration
(via unpre-
dictability
and threat)

Undifferentiated

Aeat:11110

Low expectations
of a manageable
and predictable
environment, of
effective and
supportive adults,
and of positive
resolutions for
conflitts and
dilemmae4

Poo;"12Acept
formation
(via low
perception of
relationships
and order in
the
environment)

AMIIMOr areirOLIMMIMMIMMWOOrawilarsIeMirar.10100.1ftwreammraMOMMINNIONNIII=1111111100111010

There iss of course, no definite evidence concerning the percentage of
children from such homes in the Head Start programs. By definition,
these families are not discernible from demographic data, since they
share neighborhood, poverty, occupation, educational level etc, with
more stable and organized families. In describing this life environ-
ment and deriving hypotheses from it, the assumption is made only that
Head Start centers tap a range of children, whose poverty-level homes
vary from those which fit this description to more organized and growthpm
supporting situations. This study does not test the relation between



At the same time, the different facets of the child's development
are generally conceptualized as.affecting each other in circular or
interactive fashion.. The continuing exercise of spontaneous and

exploratory interaction witb the enviroament probably depends in part
on certain aspects of personality dynamics -- a growing sense of the

self as a differentiated being with power to make an. impact on the

environment, and an expectation or trust that environmental reactions
will be positive rather thaa painful. Active interaction with the
environment, in turn, probably affects these same variables. It is

partly through feedback from interaction with the human and physical

world that the child develops a concept of self, as distinct from
his surroundings, understands his power to make an impact, and forms

his image of environmental reactions. Puther, this active interacaon
with the environment probably brings not only a sense of pleasure
and effectiveness but an essential growth in conceptual mastery,
based on direct experience with cause and effect, similarities and

differences, constancy and change -- a mastery which further stimulates
and guides his explorations.

Presented schematically:

Self-image

Exploratory
behavior

\N\

Concept formation

Expectations
of the

environment

However these relationships and factors are conceptualized, they lead

to similar predictions: a pattern or syndrome in which the extent of

curious and exploratory behavior is associated with the differentia-

tion of self-image, the nature of expectations concerning the human
and physical environment, and the level of conceptual mastery.

family antecedents and child behavior; it tests only the relationship

between exploratory behavior and other developmental variables. It

has drawn on this theoretical model, however, for clarifying and

aurD elucidating its underlying rationale.

t4. 4Th1s constellation can, of course, be translated into the single

psychological variable of higher anxiety, but it seems useful to pre-

serve this more operational description.

rim!
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The major variable of this ;.tudy -- curiosity, or exploratory be-

havior -- has moved into a position of increasing prominence aver

the past two decades. While still not a centre3 concept in the

psychological field, exploratory behavior has beten the subject of a

relatively recent rash of interesting studies.5 Perhaps these have

occurred in response to theoretical formu)ations which brought this

kind of behavior to the fore and related it to the general body of

psychological theory.b It is not the purpose of this report to re-

view the literature in the field. It is of some relevance, however,

to note the basic theories and ideas which have,been most pertinent

to this study.

From formulations in the literature, particularly those of Berlyne

(1960; 1965), it seems useful to dlstinguish two forms of explora-

tory behavior. Both are relevant to this project and have been

considered in the assessments of the children.

The first considers curiosity and exploratory behavior as a re-

sponse to uncertainty, or to perceived discrepancies between what

is experienced and what is e:epected. This is a matter of conceptual

conflict or dissonance. Where new stimuli and environmental events do

not "match" the internal expectations or schemata of the individual, he

explores the situation, gathering information to resolve the experi-

ence of surprise, uncertainty, discrepancy, disequilibrium.

It is in terms of this idea that researchers have set up situations

in which simple, familiar stimuli.are opposed to more complex and un-

familiar stimuli, or stimuli with incongruous elements. In these

situations they have noted the tendency of their subjects to attend to

the more unexpected stimuli and to explore those which did not fit .

established information and expectanciese

The second form of exploratory behavior involves sheer novelty-

seeking. This is a form of behavior that has been noted in animal re-

search and that is basic (along with the first forv) to Piaget's con-

cepts of the active cycle underlying cognitive growth. It has also

been the cornerstone of White's arguments concerning the need for

arloapolums.Atoomarawaren.........natrerommooppmsensoftwoormnoramsomayeassalarmomeorftwevmsomMoftwmouomexmaliWA

5See Berlyne (1960; 1965); Charlesworth (1964); Lucco (1965); Maw

and Maw (1961; 1964); McReynolds et al (1961); Mendel (1965);

Pielstiek and Woodruff (1964); Skolnick (3967); Smck and Holt (1962).

There are, in addition, a series of studies with animal subjects.

Berlyne (1960; 1965); Fiske and Maddi (3961); Mite (1959)
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revisions in established mottvationat theory (White, 1959). In

this form of curiosity or exploratory behavior, the individual seeks

new experience for its own sake. He seeks amusement, diversion, new

stimulation and his rewards and pleasures lie within the seeking

and the experience itself.

In this project, the assumption is made that the natural life en-

vironment constantly presents opportunities for exploration in both

senses. It can be explored on the basis of sheer novelty-seeking, but

it also inevitably presents stimuli that can be perceived as "discree,

pant!' -- that do not fit what one already knows and expects. This is

particularly true for young children, for whom the ratio of unknown to

known in the environment is bound to be high. And it is particularly

true in such settings as the preschool, where it is part of the pur-

pose to stimulate and broaden horizons, presenting new events, objects

and activities that are temporarily (and constructively) at variance

with what is already known and familiar.

Given this curiosity-inspiring potential in the environment, a low level

of reactivity on the part of a child requires explanation. Where it

occurs, it may reeide in the fact that the child sisply does not per-

ceive thn "Aiscrepancies" presented by new stimuli -- a lack ef per-

ception which may stem partly from the fact that he does not have a

stable core of expectations and schemata against which to perceive

novelty and "miematch," and partly from poor capacity for focal

attention to ongoing stimulatione Previous work with disadvantaged

and disorganized families, noted earlier, has suggested that focal

attention among the children of these families is, in fact, limited

and that learned expectations are not firm or coherent. These

children may have had too little experience with consistent and pre-

dictable environments to build an expectation of order and predictabi-

lity or to establish firm schemata. At the same time, they may have

had too much experience with the pain and confusion attendant upon

exploration, either because they have been directly punished for their

efforts or because the young organism has been overwhelmed by unma-

nageable stimuli (unmediated by adults who modulate the environment in

terms of their image of what a young child can take). Such experi-

ences would combine to inhibit the child's perception of the new and

noteworthy in his environment and would block what we have considered

the natural impulse of a young child to seek new experience and to

explore what he finds. One might say colloquially that he does not

notice in the first place, and that he would not approach if he did.

In this research on preschool disadvantaged children, the focus has

been on variability in the expression of curiosity, with the expecta-

tion that some of the children would be restricted in their expression --

perhaps because of the inhibiting factors described abave while

others would be more reactive, seeking and exploratory in their be-

- 7



havior. Much research has been concerned with curiosity as a func-

tion of the stimulus situation and has tested the properties of objects

and etimuli that rouse greater or lesser curiosity among the subjects.

In this project, the inherent potential of the environment to offer

material for exploration has been assumed -- with some measure of con-

trol to keep this constant for all the children. Curiosity has then

been defined as a function of the organismts inner organization: the

child's perception of opportunities in the environment and his stance

toward approaching what is new and interesting.

II. METHOD

blast!
The study was conducted with four yefir old Negro children newly en-

tered in Get Set:Treschool Programs./ It was a primary criterion of the

project that the study children be new to the program, since reactions

to new situations constituted a major part of the study design, and

that there be a sufficient number of such children in the group to

permit comparison and differentiation among them. This proved to be

a difficult criterion to fulfill; many four year olds in the city's

Cat Set Program were already veterans of three year old groups. Two

Centers were located, however, in which more than half of the four

year old group were new. The distribution of study children in these

Centers is as follows:

Table 1. ittAyjigaes_52!

girls.....12ys Total

Center A 5 5 10

(N 15)*

Center 8 4 4 8

(N 13)*
18

*Total number in the group during period

of data collection

.11mimmillUMIP.mmftwOmOW. `....1.=111111...11.
7Get Set Programs, in Philadelphia, are essentially Head Start Programs,

serving disadvantaged three and four year olds prior to their entrance

into the city's kindergartens.
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All but two of the children were between four and four and a half, at
the start of data collection; the age range was from 3-9 to 4-8, with
a mean of four years, three months. All children in both Centers
were Negro.

Qualifications for acceptance into the program set an upper limit
to family income, and all children came from "poverty level" homes.
Structure and composition of the families varied,however. Five
children came from conventionally structured and intact families, with
fathers living at home. Two other children came from apparently intact
families, but lived with relatives other than their parents during the
week, returning to live with their parents on weekends. The remaining
11 children came from families where the father was not present in the
home. Many of the children carried the surnames of their mOthers, and
five of the children lived in extended households, headed by grand-
parents or grandmother and including the siblings of their mothers as
well as any siblings of their own. The number of siblings (defined by
a common mother) ranged from one to eight, with a mean of between three
and four children. A number of children lived in households, however,
where their actual siblings numbered one or two but where they experi-
enced themselves as part of a large family numbering as many as 8-10
children.

Procedures and Techni ues

The data collection period covered approximately three months. There
were three sources of data: A. Observations in the preschool setting;
B. Teacher rankings; C. Individual sessions.8

A. Observations in the reschool setting

Observations consisted of narrative records and were of two kinds:

1. Observations ofthe group in newituations

The observer recorded the reactions of the children to new experiences,
activities and events that occurred in the course of the ongoing pro-
gram. The record was in free narrative form.and included the reactions
of all the children present, whether study subjects or not.

Events and activities identified as new experiences included: trim
to new places (the firehouse; a new playground; a museum; the harbor;
the home of one of the children; a pet store; a supermarket; a walk in

1111111willipliMmImmaMillININNIN.MallirMr, ANNNIIMINNOIssMIIMINIfiBb

8Procedures and techniques were pretested informally in two Centers
during the previous spring. On the basis of the apparent feasibility
of certain procedures and the receptivity of the children and teachers,
some procedures were retained while others were dropped or modified.



the neighborhood); activities or events introduced for the first time

kr the teacher (planting seeds; blowing bubbles; making pudding);

chance (a visitor brings a turtle to the room).

Though these events and activities occurred naturalistically within
a classroom setting, they were regarded as relatively standardized

stimulus situations. That is, since they were occurring for the first

time, they were considered to provide all children exposed to them

with similar opportunities for exploratory reactions. Observational

records of these events have provided basic data, in this study, for

the assessment of curiosity and exploratory behavior among the children.

In Center A, there were 15 group records, of which eight

volved new situations and yielded differential ratings.

In Center B, there were ten group records, of which three

of new situations and yielded differential ratings.9

2. Observations of individual studycliarm

Two observations were made of each child during free play periods.

One obsarvation was for a half-hour period and one for 15 minutes.

These data are not included in the present report.

clearly in-

were clearly

B. Teacher rankings

The teachers were asked to rank all the children of their group ac-

cording to the extent of curiosity and exploratory behavior. They were

provided with a guiding definition (see Appendix A) which included the

following elements: reactions to changes in the familiar setting; the

nature of response to new experiences; exploration during free play;

and the asking of questions or seeking of information.'0

The Observer who had taken the narrative records (but had done no co-

ding) was also asked at the end of the project to rank the children of

each group, following this same definition as a guide.

I.EOPONIMMOLONIMIN.O.M.1.1010111.M.11P.M. 11,
9The difference in the number of selected records is partly a function

of time, since Center B was selected later than Center A, and partly

a function of the educationally important fact that some teachers pro-

vide more such experiences for children than others.

10The definition and illustratkve examples were adapted for four year

olds from the work of Maw and Maw (1961).
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C. Individual sessions

Four sessions were conducted with each child. Each session was

approximately one half hour in length.

Session One

A short period of free play was followed by a series of three techni-

ques administered in the following order:I'

pbject Corvarisons. Objects of different sizes and textures were pre-

sented to the child for comparisons. They were presented in combina-

tions of two,or three objects.

Size comparisons involved four sets of stimuli, the objects within

each set varying in size: three trucks, three cups, three balls,

three threads. /n each instance, the child was asked to indicate

which was the biggest (or the smallest). In addition, the child was

shown: a) a block in the shape of an arch, and asked "Which truck

can go through the tunnel?"; b) a cup, and asked "Which ball can fit

into the cup?" In each case, only the smallest of the three objects

would fit. The child's process of estimation and validation was

noted.

Texture comparisons involved three sets of stimuli; a soft and a hard

toy tiger; a chick and a bead of the same size and color; a square of

felt and a square of sandpaper. In each case, the child was asked to
indicate which one was soft (or hard).

Data from this technique have been used in the assessment of concept

formation.

Mirror Games. The Interviewer took the child to a full length mirror

and instituted a series of three games, in the order listed. These

were carried out in a playful spirit, usually with body contact be-

tween the interviewer and the child;

a) Action
(not used
in analysis)

After an initial "Who's that?" to fo-

cus the child on his image and on res-

ponding, the interviewer asked, as both
looked at the child in the mirror,
"What do you look like when you...."
(raise your hands high over your head;
jump up and down...etc.) There were five

items.

11The session also included play with puppets, but these data have not

been included in the present report.



b) Identification of
body parts

c) Affect differentiation

The interviewer said "Let's see
you touch your ..."(Knee,
shoulder, elbow, chin, cheek)

The interviewer said "Let's see
what you look like when you're."
(very km; very mad; very
sleepy; very sad)

Drawils. The child was given a sheet of paper and three crayons and
asked to draw a picture of himself (i.e. "Draw a picture of Donnie.")

Data from the Mirror Games and Drawing have been used in the assess-
ment of self-image.

Session Two

This session consisted of two techniques:

pleidoscope. When the child entered the room, a kaleidoscope was .the

only Object on the table. The Interviewer observed and recorded the
child's reactions for a period of two minutes.

Data from this observation have been used in the assessment of curiosity

and exploration.

Semi-Structured Plau dilemma situations with family figures. The

Interviewer set up a series of four dilemma situations, acting them out

with small Negro rubber dolls and asking the child to finish each story.

The Interviewer first presented the child with a child figure of the

same sex, then said "Let's give him12 a family." As the child named
figures, the Interviewer supplied appropriate dolls.trom an envelope unp.
til the child was finished or the supply exhausted." If the child did
not spontaneously mention a mother, he was asked if he would like to

have a mother also. The Interviewer then presented the following
dilemma situations, manipulating the child figure while describing the

situation:

1) Let's say this boy was out playing and he comes in,hungry
What happens next?

12Figures and pronouns mere appropriately adapted in all situations for

girls.

13The supply of figures provided for "extended families." It consisted

of four adult females (one a grandmother figure), two adult males,

three boys, three girls and two babies.

- 12 -



2) Let's say this boy sees somebody having a party and
having a lot of fun. He comes back in his house and
wants somebody to take him to the party to have fun too.
What happens?

3) Let's say the family is all here in the house and the boy
goes out and goes walking and -- he gets lost. He doesn't
know where he is. What happens next?

4) Let's say the boy is playing and another boy comes along
and wants to hit him. What happens next?

Data obtained from this technique have been used in assessing dy-
namic variables: the child's perception of adults, his projections
of coping possibilities (dilemma resolutions), and the prevalence of
aggressive and sexual themes.

Session Thre,e.

A Classification Test was administered during the third session. Thp
test is part of a battery developed by Educational Testing Service.'
The child was presented with an array of 24 small objects (figures,
plastic fruit, animals, writing utensi/s, etc.) and asked, in a series
of ten items, to place together things that "belong with" the stimulus.
Stimuli consisted of single objects (Items 1-5); a pair of objects
(Items 6 and 7); and a verbal classification, e.g. "all the red things"
(Items 8-10). The Interviewer presented the test and an Observer re-
corded the selections and verbalizations.

Data from this test have been used in the assessment of concept
formation.

Session Four

The Matrix Test, developed by the Research Department of Bank Street
College, was administered during the fourth session. This session was
conducted five months after the period of primary data collection and
only 16 children were available for testing. The Matrix Test is also
a classification task, but involves pictures rather than three dimen-
sional objects. The data have been used for the assessment of concept
formation.

14The writer wishes to thank the staff of Educational Testing Service
for their courtesy in demonstrating their material and making it avai-
lable during the period of its development. For further descriptions
of the battery and their research see: Educational Testing Service
Research Memorandum, flaritSve Growth in Preschool Children, 1968.
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Measures

Curiosi ty..AEEImplatit&212

The development of measures in this area, and an assessment of their

interrelationship, was one of the objectives of the study. The

following measures have been developed:

Curiosity and ex loration I: observation of new situations. Nar-

rative records of new situations were coded for: the extent to which

each child participated actively in the situation; varied his activi-

ties in relation to new objects and experiences; sought an extension

of contact with new things; asked questions; noticed and called

attention to objects, details or facets of the situation that were not

focalized for the group by others. On the basis of these coded cri-
teria, children were rated for each situation; ratings were averaged

for all selected situations and rank orders assigned on the basis of

this average.

It might be noted that observational records of new experiences can

be obtained in almost any ongoing preschool situation without special

arrangements or interference. Because of this practical fact, as well

as particular interest in the viability of measures obtained from
naturalistic situations, this observational score has been regarded

as the basic assessment of curiosity and exploration, in this study,

and has been used in all tests of relationship with other variables.

Curiosity and eworillinalL.AtElls.alitina (and observer rank-

ings). As indicated in the previous section, teachers ranked the

children of their group on the extent of curiosity and exploration,

as they perceived this for each child in the preschool situation.
The observer also ranked the children of each group at the couple.

tion of the project.

ect Curiosit Score (Kaleido-

scope situation). The child s reactions to the kaleidoscope were

coded for: initial reaction; span of involvement; object manipula-

tion; questions; novelty-seeking behavior; and incorporation of the

object into complex play. A point system was applied (see Appen-

dix B), and an Object Curiosity Score obtained.1, The children

were then ranked.

11111111...
.11010111.

15The work of Lucco (1965), MtReynolds et al. (1961) and Pangrac

(1963), measuring children's curiosity and information-seeking

behavior in relation to objects, provided valuable suggestions for

the development of a point score.



The interviewer
filled in a checklist after Session One, recording the child's
questions or explorations concerning: objects in the testing room
(furniture, etc.); outside stimuli (noises, etc.); the interviewer;
objects used by the interviewer (pens, glasses, etc.); toy equip-
ment not in immediate use. Checked items were tallied.

alfzIALm e

Differentiation and integration of self-image was considered a theo-
retically crucial concept, in this study, and an attempt was made to
measure this dimension through drawings and mirror games.

Afitteatiationandtatiretmee (Drawings: D-I Score).
Drawings were ranked accordin; to the impression they conveyed of
a differentiated human form?'

Drawings were also scored according to the Goodenough Harris system
for estimating intelligence (Harris, 1963).

Affect differentiation (Mirror game). The number of appropriate and
recognizable responses to the mood stimuli (happy, mad, etc.) was
tallied. Possible range: 0-4.

Differentiatigacr£1221taritl (Mirror game). The number of parts
correctly identified was tallied. Possible range: 0-5.

Perce tions of Adults and the Environment

These variables concern, 'essentially, the child's perception of the
environment and his expectations concerning the reduction of pain and
the extension of pleasure.

.9.921m.E.Idr2solution (semi-structured play). Protocols of the
reactions to dilemma situations were ranked according to the positive-
negative qualities of the child's projections. Positive clues
included: coherent, role-relevant adult figures; resolution of
dilemmae in positive or reasonable terms; effectiveness of adults
and/or children; clarity of events. Negative clues included: amor-
phous, ineffective adult figures and roles; very negative resolu-
tions; sustained or compounded dilemmas; overwhelmed child figures;

IMNI1=0101111.111111111.11611.1110111.11~111101111111111010111MMYMEMMUNII..11110,1=

16Rank orders of two independent raters correlated r = .97.
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unclear events.17

pesseptiok of effective adults (semi-structured play). The number
of dilemmae in which the child invoked effecttve and posttive adults
was tallied.

Dilemma resolutions (seml-structured play). The number of dilemmae
successfully or reasonably resolved, by whatever agent, was tallied.

AgaLeAt_._Aor.......landsex. Protocols were annotated for the presence of
outright sexual content in the child's spontaneous play with the
figures (figures kissing, hugging, going to bed together, rolling
together, etc.), and for development of play in which aggression
became rampant (fighting, trampling, killing, acted out through the
figures and usually marked by rising excitement in the child as he
played).

Cons225.b2matioll

......2........2.11.911...ectColmirConcetformatiol. Correct responses, on this
task, were tallied and a score obtained. The children were then
ranked.

It might be noted that this score represents the child's concept for-
mation in the most experiential, perceptually-dependent and action-
dominated of the three tests; in this situation, children could test
their hypotheses perceptually (by sight or touch) and in part by
action (moving the trucks through the tunnel, putting the balls in
the cup).

Concept formation II: Classification Test. Protocols were coded
according to the preliminary system developed by Educational Testing
Service. A point system was then developed (see Appendix C) and a
total score obtained.18 The children were then ranked.0
17Though this ranking constitutes an overall evaluation of the child's
protocol, it was made after the two more specific analyses described
in the following two scores. It was thus primarily an integrative
ranking rather than an impressionistic evaluation.

18The performance of these young and disadvantaged children was gener-
ally quite poor. The point system was developed for this project to
take account of differences among them, in terms of the extent of
purposeful groupings, attempts at rational explanations, etc. Such a
system does not necessarily reflect the approach of ETS to this test,
nor does it substitute for their more formal and standardized pro-
cedures for analysis, as these are being developed.
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klissaLkEs11515221Aul_matuaita. Correct responses were tallied
and a total score obtained. Children were then ranked.

This score represents the child's concept formation in the least
experiential of the test situations, since the stimuli were pictures
rather than objects that could be handled and moved.

Statistical Anal,sis

Data have been analyzed through rank order correlations (Spearman
rank correlation coefficient), where the data permitted ranking, and
through CIO Square (2x2) comparisons -- above and below the median --
where they did not. Fisher's Exact Probability Test was applied as
a check on significance levels (Siegel, 1956).

III. RESULTS

Results will be presented in two sections. The first will present
the data concerning curiosity and exploration. The second will pre-
sent the relationships between exploratory behavior and other
developmental variables.

Curi221.ty_aaijIsgsoll

A. Consistenc of Measures

The several ways of assessing curiosity and exploration, in this
study, represent an attempt to evaleeate the consistency of the chil-
dren's behavior and, indirectly, the stability of the concept. The
basic question was whether the children could be systematically
described in ways that would yield a consistent evaluation of how
they stood, in relation to each other, on this kind of exploratory
reaction to the environment. The several measures provide a check on
each other. At the same time, each involves a somewhat different
situation. The situations vary along naturalistic-laboratory dimen-
sions (preschool observations vs. kaleidoscope and checklist), and
the data vary in terms of immediate recording (preschool observa-
tions, kaleidoscope, checklist) as opposed to the integration of
long-term impressions (teacher and observer rankings). Under these
circumstances, we might expect both consistency and some degree of
variation.

- 17-



As indicated in Table 2, there was considerable consistency in the
various assessments, indicating a relatively stable stance on the
part of the children.

Observations in the preschool setting, object curiosity in relation
to the kaleidoscope, and observer rankings form a particularly conm,
sistent cluster of evaluations. Translated, this would indicate that
the exploratory behavior of the children in response to a new object,
tested under laboratory conditions, was consistent with their rela-
tive response to exploratory, opportunities in the daily school en-
vironment, and that the observer's perception of the children in each
group" was consistent with this other evidence. That the observer-
agreed so well with the observational ranks may be regarded as a par-
tial artifact, since she took the observational records. She had no
hand in their analysis, however, and the close agreement between her
rahkings and the scores based on analysis of the records provides, at
the very least, an indirect measure of rating reliability. In addi-
tion, the observer's ratkings are also significantly related, for
both groups, to the object curiosity score in the kaleidoscope situ-
ation, with which she had no contact.

The two teachers differed in the extent of their agreement with other
asiessments. The teacher in Center B agreed well with both the
obServer's rankings and the object curiosity score, the teacher in
Center A did not agree significantly with any other source of data.
The rankings of both teachers correlated positively with observa-
tions of behavior in their classrooms, but not at significant levels.

One source of data is clearly aberrant: the session checklist. By
inspection, the explanation seems clear. Exploration of extraneous
Objects and events in the testing situation, as defined by the check.-
list, seemed to depend on two quite different attitudes: generalized
curiosity (consistent with the responses assessed in other measures)
and distractibility, or lack of involvement in the ongoing test pro-
cedures. Some of the more exploratory children reacted to the total
situation and some were involved primarily in the central activities
of the session, creating a different distribution of high and low
scores than characterized the other situations.

Where the measures are not consistent they involve factors familiar
in multiple measurement research: inconsistency in the subjects,

"It should be noted that the Centers could be combined for ranking
on all measures that yielded scores, but that the teachers and
observer ranked the children only in reference to their own class-
mates.



Table 2

Curiosity pnd Exploration: Interrelations among Measures

OBSERVATIONS:: OBJECT
NEW PRESCHOOL TEACHER OBSERVER if CURIOSITY: SESSION
SITUATIONS RANKINGS RANKINGS ! KALEIDOSCOPE CHZ=IST

OBSERVATIONS:;
NEW PRESCHOOL;
iSITUATIONS

iTEACHER

iRANKINGS

iOBSERVER
,RANKINGS

Center A4
r=.381
Center B:
r=.55
Center A4
r=.91**
Center B:
r=.86**

Center A:l
r=.28
Center
r=.76*

;OBJECT
f.CURIOSITY:

*ALEIDOSCOPE

SESSION
!CHECKLIST

**p < .01
*p < .05

2

Center A :Center A:1
r=4,32 ,r=.68*
Center B:! Center B:!
r=.67* !r=.93**
.1Ce4ter A !Center Ar,
NS' Y NS

=.24 NS Center B:pCenter B
S

1
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient.

2
Sample dtvided at the median.

VMHIVIM

t

=.24 NS

3
Small N's did not permit Chi-square analysis; by inspection of

tallies, no relationship.
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fallibility of the measurements and variation as a function of dif-

ferent stimulus situations. By and large, however, the evidence of

consistency, as indicated in Table 2, is impressive and provides a

stable basis both for describing the children and for assessing re-

lationships between this dimension and other developmental variables.

Closer inspection of the pattern of scores for each child confirms

the finding (see Appendix D. Using the median to divide the chil-

dren into High and Low groups, on each score, five children are seen

to be consistent on all measures, seven more on all but one measure

(generally the session checklist), and one child ranks very high on

three of the measures, his teacher's ranking just below the median

is somewhat puzzling. Quantitatively, then, 13 of the children pre-

sent a clearly consistent pattern; qualitatively, only three of the

Children seemed to raise genuine questions of placement.

Of the 11 most consistent children,20 five ranked high and six low.

The small size of the sample does not permit a reliable assessment of

sex differences, but there seems to be no particular pattern, on

inspection.21 The consistently high group contains three boys, two

girls (with an additional boy and girl as candidates), and the con-

sistently low group contains four girls and two boys.

B. Qualitative Aspects

In addition to its quantifiable features, the data provided informa-

tion on other aspects of exploratory behavior and curiosity: impres-

sions of the general level of expressed curiosity in this sample;

data concerning the more frequent forms and modes of exploratory

response in the group; and variations among children in their typical

styles of exploratory behavior.

The general level of expressed curiosity and exploratory behsvior in

this population of children was relatively low. Many of the children

classified as "high" in this group would not appear high in compari-

son with Rther and more privileged populations of four-year-old

children.42 Children of this disadvantaged population differed from

20Considering ranks, rather than simply placement above or below the

median.

211Pindi-ass from other research are somewhat equivocal with respect to

sex differences, though there is some suggestion that boys are more

stable across varied situations (Lucco, 1965; Smock and Holt, 1962).

22A comparative study with middle-class four year olds, at this point,

would provide valuable and more specific data.
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each other, but few of them spontaneously used the potential of the
nvironment in the varied and exploratory ways known to be possible
among children of this age. A trip to the zoo with one of the groups
provided dramatic impressionistic evidence, convincing to any obser-
ver acquainted with young children in similar surroundings. These
children were generally characterized by a trudging passivity, as
they moved from section to section, with little excitement or affect,
no strong approaches to new sights, and passtve observation rather
than comments or questions. To the adult who has experienced the
excited, involved and insatiable reactions of other young children
to the zoo, such an experience is impressive.23

In less dramatic form, other new situations elicited a similar pat-
tern, though this varied with the situation. There were not many
questions when the children went to the firehouse, when they ob-
served a turtle brought to the room, about the pudding they were
preparing or the seeds they were planting, and there was little
attempt to connect aspects of these events with other, non-present
aspects of their lives. There were some instances when children
noticed events or objects that were not focal for the group, or
asked information-seeking questions. Daniel pointed out a sculp-
tured pair of hands at the second story level of a building; Carl
asked "Who that walking upstairs?"; Tara noticed the closed door to
another room and asked the museum guard what was inside and whether
she could go in. Children pointed out a squirrel in the park, the
kite caught in the telephone wires, the watch on the bus driver's
trousers, etc. These reactions characterized some children more than
others -- a prime interest of the study -- and, more pertinent to
this point, they were infrequent enough in the group at large to be
noteworthy.

Actual questions were infrequent. Sixteen information-seeking ques-
tions were recorded in the course of the 25 group observations.z4
Questions in the kaleidoscope situation were more typical, 12 of the
children asking questions regarding the object, mostly at a general
level ("What's this?" "What's in here?").

23This experience may have beep,in actuality, particularly overwhelm-
ing for the children, on a first visit, since it involved open spaces,
varied and strong stimuli, and large animals.

24.wide includes study children only. In Center B, one child, attend-
ing for the second year and thus not in the sample, was by far the
most active and curious child in the group. His questions and reac-
tions in a variety of situations were a reminder of the extent to
which high ratings for other children were relative rather than abso-
lute.



4

The new situations in the school setting varied in their power to
mobilise exploratory behavior among the dhildren. Blowing bubbles,

a visit to the pet store, a trip to a museum of old toyst prepara-

tion of a pudding, seemed to arouse more curiosity and/or more
exploratory reactions than such events as a trip to the airport or
a lesson at the flannel board with shapes and colors. If one were

to abstract the major situational qualities, the former seemed more

experiential and personally meaningful. They involved movement and

action, the appeal of desirable objects and the possibility for

direct experience in a not too complicated way. The other, less
mobilizing experiences, required the child to focus on elements in

a complex situation and to organize his impressions, or to deal with

symbolic and indirect material. Handling, manipulation and direct
contact were the most prevalent modes of exploration among the chil-

dren, and situations that allowed for these modes drew the greatest

participation. Most of the children ware spontaneously involved in

the blowing of bubbles, in exploring the sensation of the soapy water

and their impact upon it, in beating the pudding and in tasting the

dough.

The implications seem twofold. Theoretically, the modal forms of

exploration among these children, as described above, would need to

be seen as developmentally quite young. If direct experiential modes

are characteristic of all four year olds, they seem particularly prd-
valeit, in comparison with more symbolic and verbal modes, among

these children. Educationally, the data have some implications for
the kinds of experience most apt to mobilize and involve reasonable

percentage* of the preschool disadvantaged population. The more dis-

tant and symbolic activities seem not to mobiliztras much spontaneous

participation as the more directly experiential." The balance of

these experiences in the daily program is a matter of educational

decision, and is related to the basic conception of the purposes of

the preschool experience.

Stylistic variations among the children can best be described, per-

haps, through illustrative examples.

Daniel. Daniel was the child who most consistently noted peripheral

things and pointed them out, with comments and sometimes questions:

25Activities can often be made more experiential by the teacher; the

point here is only that some situations have inherent qualities that

mobilize the children more directly than others.
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the battery in tho sand at the playground ("Can you use it in your
cameral"); the pigeons on the roof; the sculpture on the building;
the car without wheels propped on a basket; the airplane ("Where that
plane going? Is people on it?"). Re seemed to have a frame of
reference from which to react to the discrepant. Re reacted also
at a more motor level, trying out the turnstile in the supermarket
and the equipment in the new playground, and had the more primitive
tasting, licking, handling responses when the group was preparing
pudding. Els pace was not so fast as some of the other boys nor his
impact as noisy. H. played in sustained ways with things like puz-
zles. Daniel was not one of the children most responsive in dia-
logues with the teacher at discussion times (an explanation for the
fact, perhaps that she did not rate him particularly high). He was

less verbal than some of the other children and less informed about

some things, but his constant quiet curiosity, receptiveness to new
stimuli and experiential seeking placed him high in his group.

Carl. Carl's style was more outgoing and assertive. He was one of
the few children who consistently reacted with an anticipatory "Zee!"
to the very idea of a new experience. He was physically active, a
leader into new situations and impressive, in this group, for his
verbal skill and fund of information. Though he would rank second to
Daniel in the noticing of things, he also picked up the out-of-focus
("Who that walking upstairs?"; "Where that other girl is?" -- a reac-
tion to the absence of a girl newly net who had gone out of the
room). Perhaps this was less developed than it might have been be-
cause of his fast pace, his high activitity and the domination of his
constant verbalization by a flood of inner fantasy and association.
Nonetheless, his fantasies wove back and forth with real events and
he was observant. Carl was also the child who most actively explored
relationships with other children.

Tara. Tara was the most exploratory study child in her group. She

also had an "approach" attitude toward new experience. She was the
first one into the firehouse, the most active at the museum --
noticing, pointing and manipulating -- and was the child who liter-
ally attempted to extend the scope of her explorations by asking the
museum guard "What's in here?", in relation to a closed door, and
wanting to have it opened and shown. Sensory-motor experience was an
important modality for Tara -- handling the turtle, climbing the
steering wheel in the museum, beating the pudding with eagerness.
She had some of Daniel's quality, noticing and calling attention to
things, but she asked no questions. There was some suggestion that a
hunger for things and possessions was an important factor in Tara's
active searching. She rummaged in the teacher's drawer for objects
she could keep, as well as out of sheer curiosity, and was clear and
almost demanding in her wish to take the attractive museum toys home
"for Christmas."
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Rose. Rose was the low anchorage point of her group in every way.
What dhe todk in silently one could not know, but her physical par-
ticipation and verbal expression were minimal. She hung back in new
situations, said little or nothing, made no comments and asked no
questions. Her pace was slow and her expression passive, though more
large-eyed and apprehensive than blank. She made occasional abortive
movements into situations, but consistently established a baseline of
non-reactivity; she tended mostly to drift or to stay at the fringe,
observing without entering.

Marie. Marie shared some of Rose's qualities. She gave little sign
of curiosity, was not an initiator of exploration, was not an active
participant in activities. Yet she talked more than Rose, sometimes
followed along in activities and was observed in one situation where
she called the group's attention to an animal in the park and later
questioned a clerk about a particular bird in the store. Her inhibi-
tion was less pervasive and consistent than Rose's.

Mickey. In some senses, Hickey's low position was clear. He never
noticed or commented on peripheral events, though his speech was ade-
quate; never asked questions; did not respond in the teacher's dis-
cussions with children. Yet his pattern was distinct from the other
children characterized as low in curiosity. In some ways he was much
more responsive, but only to experiences placed directly before him
and then in a sensory-motor and relatively infantile way. Hickey
gave some impression of a new awakening. HA was an eager, amorphous
participant in some of the events, but seemed to hwve less know-how
and life experience even than other children of this disadvantaged
population. Every experience was a "first." His maladept quality is
symbolized by the fact that he was the only child to first inhale the
soapy water through his straw, as he tried to blow bubbles -- gradu-
ating then, with instruction, to a delighted mastery of the experience.
He seemed the paradigm of a child whose focal attention is poor and
whose internalized expectations are too amorphous to permit percep-
tion of the discrepant. He seemed to seek experience and participa-
tion, but in ways that were still fumbling, immature and inconsis-
tent. Perhaps he was newly mobilized by the preschool setting and
opportunities.

Relationshi between Curiosit and Ex loration and Other Develo mental
Variables

Expressed curiosity and exploration among the children was reliably
related to all other aspects of dynamic and cognitive development
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assessed by the project. As indicated in Table 3, the extent of
curiosity and exploration, as determined from ratings in the preschool
situation, is significantly associated with more differentiated self-
image, a mere positive expectation of adult support and dilemma
resolution in the environment, and greater conceptual mastery. 26 In
the following sections the findings will be presented in greater
detail, with consideration of the general characteristics of the
children's responses and the differential pattern of relationships.

121L-Jsmagp.

Assessment of selfeimage in four year olds presents a difficult prob-
lem, partly because self-image is changing and unstable, at such wly
ages, and partly because feasible and relevant techniques are few."

In this study, the assumption was made that the child's drawing of
himself offered some clue to the degree of differentiation and inte-
gration of his self-concept. It is generally accepted, theoretically,
that the infant starts with no sense of a separate self and that his
concept of himself as a separate, differentiaced and integrated person
develops slowly with maturation and experience; drawings presumably
reflect that development.

Measures obtained from the mirror games represented attempts to
assess the child's knowledge concerning parts of his body and his
capacity to communicate gradations of affect.

The range of drawings, in this sample, was remarkable. They ranged
from several that consisted of random circles, dots and scrawls --
totally =integrated -- to several that represented a complete human
form, albeit irregular or imbalanced, with differentiated and recog-
nizable features. It is noteworthy that the children were asked to
draw immediately after the mirror games, during which they had face-
to-face contact with themselves and had, in a sense, "rehearsed" the
identification of body parts and facial expressions. It is particu-
larly interesting and important that so many children produced amor-
phous and undifferentiated drawings under those conditions.

MOIN41SIMM IIMIMMOOMIMIMMOMOMI.Neua.m1.0,woolirnolme.41.00.111110 .1111NOMIIMINIMMORISII.

26As noted, the ratings obtained from observations in the preschool
are regarded as the basic measure of curiosity and exploration. In
the following sections, however, note is made of the relationship be-
tween the independent variables and two other measures: teacher
rankings and object curiosity (kaleidoscope). Relationships to ob-
sever rankings and the session checklist were not calculated, the
former because they closely paralleled the preschool observation
scores and the latter because the meaning of the score was unclear.

27A recent technique has been developed by Brown (1966), using a
photograph and self-referential evaluations on the part of the child.
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Table 3

Relation between Preschool Observational Measures
Other

+1101111111111111011110.

Rank CorrelationiChi-iiiiTalDevelopmental Variables
Coefficient Ansulit..4

Self-Imam:

Differentiation and integration of
self-image (D-I Score, Drawings)

.!

Affect differentiation

Differentiation of body parts ;x2 NS

aratea2B2-2LAASUA
and the Environment:

Coping and resolution

Perception of effective adults

Dilemma resolution

Concept Formation:

.76**

Concept formation /:
object comparison .48*

Concept formation II:
classification test .53*

Concept formation III:
matrix test .30

**p < 01
*p < .05

Amewl.amlnow

lx2=11.46**

)(2=8.10**

MOM.111101.1111, ..1=1111.4111.0.111.1111.

iSignificance levels determined by Fisher's Exact Probability Test
(Siegel, 1956).
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The relationship between rankings of the Differentiated-Integrated

Image (D-/ score) and rankings of the Goodenough-Harris Standard

Score was almost perfect (r = .96). It can of course be maintained

that the D-/ score is thus simply an estimate of relative intelli-

gence. It seems equally possible, however, to regard intelligence,

at this stage, as having developmental features, and to consider that

its measurement through drawings is essentially a reflection of the

child's development toward the cognitive grasp of a differentiated

and integrated human form.28

In this sample, the Standard Score (Goodenough-Harris) of only one

child was above 100 (104). Six others scored between 80 and 100,

and the remainder (9 children) between 50 and 75; the latter group

placed in the fourth percentile or under. While poor standardization

of the scoring and norms for very young Negro inner city children is

probably a factor, the general import of these findings places the

group far behind middle-class children in the level of their drawings.

Affect differentiation provided extremely interesting data. It is,

of course, a questionable procedure to ask very young children to re-

create the expression of different moods which they do not feel at the

time; it requires a level of recall and self-distance that does not

seem developmentally apt for four year olds, for whom action and emo-

tion are generally immediate and the recall of feeling low. Yet the

observations of disorganized lower-class families suggested that there

are often few gradations in the expression of affect; it seemed worth-

while to try to tap this in the children. The technique proved effec-

tive and the range of reactions was interesting. Children tended

either towards no response and vague facial expressions or toward

delighted participation and easily recognizable facial and postural

changes. The latter group expressed sleepiness through closed eyes

and hung heads; anger through fierce faces; sadness through pouting

mouths and drooping postures; happiness through broad grins. Some-

times they giggled and "broke up," after assuming sad or angry expres-

sions, but their intentions and changes of expression were clear.

The identification of body parts seemed to tap mostly vocabulary and

knowledge. Only two children were able to point correctly to all

five parts named.29

N11.11.11011111.

28In this pilot study, no formal test of intelligence was included,

since this area of research with disadvantaged children seemed well

covered. In retrospect, such data would have proven of some interest

in rounding out the profile of the children.

29The three measures were not reliably related to each other, though

the tally of drawing scores and affect differentiation scores

((2 = 2.26, NS) suggested a trend of association in the expected

direction.
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As indicated in Table 3, curiosity and exploration, measured by pre-
school observations, was significantly related both to the level of
integration and differentiation in the drawings and to the differen-
tiation of affect in the mirror games. It was not related to the
differentiation.of body parts, perhaps because of the greater compon-
ent of language and knowledge involved in this procedure. Other
measures of curiosity followed the same pattern, but generally with
less strength of association and not at statistically significant
levels.A Associations at Center A were stronger than at Center B.
The Object Curiosity Score was the poorest predictor of self-image
measures.

In general, the data suggest, as predicted, that the more curious and
exploratory children were those with a more differentiated and coher-
.ent self-concept and with more expressive gradations of affect, at
least as these dimensions were measured here. Amorphous and undif-
ferentiated projections of affect and form were more characteristic
of children with limited exploratory behavior.

Perce tions of Adults and the Environment

Reactions to the semi-structured play situations provided some of the
most interesting data of the study. All the children seemed to under-
stand this technique and respond in relevant ways, though same moved
quickly into other play with the figures.

The choice of a "family" for the child figure was in itself a source
of great variation. A small handful of children set up conventional
role figures, with mother, father and siblings, but choices by the
majority of the children involved a collection of fi6ures, many of
wham were referred to as "a lady" or "a man" rather than by relational
names (mother, father, etc.). There were grandmothers, aunts, a vari-
ety of people not clearly identified and, with some frequency, mul-
tiple mothers and fathers were requested ("another lady"; "another
daddy"). Almost no "family" matched the composition of the child's
literal household, but the choices seemed to reflect in general the
varied and extended households prevalent in the sample.

1110.11111.0.111111NO., Alms.....emeiNalr0011.1011M1V.111MMOIM11 VIIIMII111.1111i.1111111111111111MIROMMIIII,

"Object Curiosity and Drawings (D-/): r = .26; Object Curiosity and
both Affect Differentiation and Differentiation of Body Parts: x2 NS.

Teacher Rankings and Drawings (D-I): Center A, r = .63 (p < .05);
Center B, r = .43. Analysis by Center of relationships between Draw
ings and curiosity and exploration as assessed through preschool
observations were similar to those established by teacher rankings in
the two Centers, but were higher (Center A, r = .73; Center B, r = .52).
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The population of adults who acted in effective, protective or
facilitating ways seemed thin. Such an impression cannot be checked
without a control population, but at face value it seems clear. Only
eight children clearly invoked adults in such roles at all, and only
six of these in two or more dflemmae. There was some reservoir of
resourcefulness in the children, however. Sometimes the child in the
dilemma got food for himself, found his own way home, or was helped
by another child a pattern also of interest to check against a
middle-class sample. The number of dilemmae reasonably resolved,
thus, outweighed the number in which adults played helpful or effec-
tive roles. By and large, however, there was a high incidence of
situations in which the dilemma was sustained or ended in pain and
distress.

In terms of the overall quality of coping and resolution, there were
clear top and bottom groups, each consisting of five children. The
five protocols in the 4pper group were characterized by a number of
features. Usually the family structure was clear and there were
figures referred to by role names. More important, dilemmae were
resolved in positive or at least reasonable ways.- The mother fed the
hungry child. /n one case the meal was described as "some rice, some
peas, some meat, some bread, some milk" -- a unique differentiation
in this sample; in another, the child was fed and then given a second
portion; in a third, the child "sit down and wait for the food to get
done" (in a rare indication, again, of frustration tolerance). The
child figure generally got to the party, in these protocols, though
one situation was characterized by firm handling rather than the
granting of the wish. ("His =udder said no. That's what mammy
said.") Lost children were generally brought home by adults or'
another child, though one boy was then whipped by his father. In one
case, the child invoked friendly police (the only instance in the
protocols), the child's awn resources of information and orientation
and -- for safety's sake -- commented that be would not get lost
because he would stay with his 'bother and father. Threat of attadk
by another child was generally met by confident retaliation by the
self-figure, or at least by comfort and protection from adults.

These protocols were not without moments of defeat, aggression and
disappointment, but they projected an image of a predictable and
manageable world, where adults played varied and coherent roles, where
pleasure could be facilitated and most pain and anxiety alleviated.

It is never certain, of course, whether projective material conveys
wish, fear or actual reality. These few protocols, however, had the
qualities of coherence, organization and role-relevant behavior that
suggest at least same realistic experience with effective adult models
and with events that proceed in some orderly and relatively reassuring
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sequence from beginning to end. We might expect more such protocols
from a middle-class sample of children but, again, the establishment
of such a fact awaits further research*

Protocols from the low group create the impression of a chaotic and

defeating environment. Dilemmae were generally not resolved. Often

the dilemma was compounded and spread ("Her hungry, And this girl

hungry. And this boy hungry. And all the mudders hungry"). Lost

children were not found ("Her gonna die"; "Her don't know where her

at"), or "A monster will get.her and he gonna bring her back." There

is a quality of disorganization or depression to these protocols.

They contain a preponderance of figures that are not stable in iden-

tity nor clearly differentiated in roles, and they convey some sense

that there is no beginning or end to situations that require resolu-

tion and copings

Sex and aggresaion play a large and open role in some of the protocols,

though not only in these low coping records* Sexual content appears

in the play of six children (two from the uppermost group and two from

the lowest), while rampant aggression appears in seven protocols (one

from the uppermost group and two from the lowest). Sex and aggres-

sion are familiar themes in the play of children this age; the quality

of the play in some cases, however, suggests that some of the children

live very closely and realistically with open sexual behavior and

violent aggression.

Illustrative protocols of relatively high and low coping and resolu-

tion appear in Appendix E.

Curiosity and exploration relate significantly to measures of coping

and resolution, as indicated in Table 3, both for the overall ranking

and for the separate analyses concerning the perception of effective

adults and the number of dilemma resolutions. The five children cited

as projecting the most coherent, predictable and facilitating en-

vironments were all rated above the median in the preschool observa-

tions of curiosity and exploration. The six children who projected

chaotic and dilemma sustaining environments were all rated below the

median in curiosity and exploration; they constituted, in fact, five

of the six children in the lowest third of the observational ranks.

The Object Curiosity Score and the teacher rankings supported this

finding, at significant levels, though the strength of association is

greater teith assessments based on preschool obscrvations.31

r.seillerIMMONN.M.I.M101111..011.

31For these measures, correlations were calculated only with the

overall rahking of Coping and Resolution. The Object Curiosity Score

correlated r = .55 (p < .02) with this score, and the teacher rankings

correlated r = .58 (p< .05) and r = .47 for Centers A and 11, respec-

tively. Though the latter is not significant it is clearly in the

same direction. Preschool observation ranks, calculated separately

for the two Centers, correlated r = .79 (p< .01 and p< .05) with

Coping and Resolution, in each case.
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The presence of open sexual content and aggressive play was not asso-
ciated with the extent of exploratory behavior.

In general, the prediction is clearly borne out. The more exploratory
children were more apt to project a coherent, predictable and suppor-
tive environment, populated with more effective and differentiated
adults and characterized by same expectations of dilemma resolution.
The less exploratory children projected a diffuse environment, where
there was little evidence of facilitating figures and dilemmae were
sustained.

It is of course pertinent to inquire whether these projections reflect
the actual environment of the child. Family data available for this
project were relatively scanty. There is no definite relationship to
the official description of family structure, as reported to the Get
Set Center. Of the five children cited in the top group of protocols,
two came from iatact families (though one did not live with his par-
ents during the week), two came from extended, fatherless households
and one from a situation incompletely described but including eight
siblings and welfare status. In the lowest group, four of the five
children came fram fatherless homes and lived in extended households.
The fifth came from an intact family with seven children, of which
she was the fifth. The relevant family variables, however, are prob-
ably those cited earlier in the report: the nature of adults models;
the quality of coping; the relations and communication among people;
the prevalence of excessive stimulation; the attitudes taward chil-
dren; the effectiveness of adults. These are not self-evident from
the visible family structure, though there may be correlated features.
Evaluation of these variables would require deeper study and evalua-
tion of the family and its life patterns; if these could be assessed,
they might well prove to be associated with the expectations and
imagery projected by the children.

csastatimaatiz

Curiosity and exploratory behavior were also related to concept for-
mation (Table 3), though the findings here are not completely consis-
tent.

As noted earlier, the three tasks placed the children in different
kinds of situations, though all three assessed their ability to cate-
gorize and differentiate among objects. The Object Comparison task
was the most directly experiential; it allowed for physical contact
and manipulation of objects and required relatively simple discrtmine

ations. As a group, the children did quite well in this situation;
most seemed familiar and comfortable with the simple concepts of size
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and texture (though not all) and had ways of using direct sense exper-

ience to check their hypotheses. Six of the children extended the

ideas suggested by the test questions into their own play. One child

spontaneously commented about the two toy tigers he was handling, "I

know who's the biggest" and later, about other objects, "I know which

one is smallest." Another spontaneously grouped the biggest and

smallest objects of the several stimulus sets together, saying "This

small one goes with this one, and this with this" -- categorizing, in

other words, on a relative basis. These were spontaneous cognitive

games, expressed through objects. It is of note that five of the six

children who extended ideas in this way uere rated high on most

measures of curiosity and exploratory behavior.

Performance on the Matrix Test seemed poorest, for the group. Other

research has pointed out that children of the dieadvantaged population

conceptualize more effectively with actual objects than with pictures

and that pictures seem less readily to stand in for the objects they

represent among these children than among children of the middle class

(Sigel, 1965). Perhaps this was a Zactor in this study, where only

the Matrix Test preseeted pictures as stimuli. Performance on the

Classification Test was aleo fairly poor foe the group, however, tholgh

the children were more effective when a category was supplied (red

things; things to write or draw with; food) and they could recognize

and select relevant objecte -- a simpler process than abstracting ele-

ments from a visual stimulus on one's ewa, selecting other objects

with such properties and then verbalizing a principle (the latter

occurring only rarely in this sample.)

Object comparisons and the Classification Test correlated reasonably

well with each other. The atrix Test did not correlate signifi-

cantly with either cf the other tests, least of all with the task

most different from it.32

Curiosity and exploration (preschool observation ranke) correlated

significantly with both the object comparisoa and classification

tasks. The correlation with the Matrix Test is in the same direc-

tion but not statistically significant (Table 2).

The Object Curiosity Score shows little relationehip with any of the

concept formation testa.33 Teacher rankings present an interesting

111111101.11111NNONIMMIO111111010

32Object comparison and Classification Test: r = .5] (p < .05).

Matrix Test and Classification Test: r = .33. Matrix Test and Object

Comparisons: r = .13.

33The relation of Object Curiosity Score to Object Compatisons:

r = .36; to the Matrix Test: r = .27; to the Classification Test:

r = .14.
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pattern. The relationship is significant and quite high for two of
the tests (Object Comparison and Classification Test) in Center A and
negligible in all instances in Center B. Correlations fot each Cen-
ter, based on preschool observational ranks, support this pattern
and extend it to include the Matrix Test.34

The difference between the two Centers has appeared in the data
reported in the previous two mations, but it is most evident in cons
nection with concept formation tests. The several assessments of
curiosity and exploration were most consistent for children in Center
B (see Table 2). Nonetheless, curiosity and exploratory behavior are
better predictors of other developmental variables among children of
Center A. This is so for most veriables, but very clear regarding
concept formation, where the relationship is strong in Center A and
generally negligible in Center B, and where this pattern is seen
whether the relationship is assessed through teacher rankings or
through ratings of preschool observations. It seems possible that
children at Center A varied more among themselves and that the syn-
drome being ascessed thus came through more clearly.35

Though the extent of relationship varied with the test and the group
of children, there was general suppost for the expectation that more
exploratory behavior would be associated with greater conceptual mas-
tery. The relationship may not hold at relatively abstract levels of
conceptualization; in direct, experiential situations, however, the
more exploratory children seemed better able to organize, discrimin-
ate and classify in the object world -- perhaps because of the
inevitably greater feedback from their more active encounters with
the world around them.

Illustrattve profiles of rankings and median placements on all study
dimensions appear in Appendix F.

11111111111111171110P01111MME.

34
Teacher Rankings and Object Comparisons: Center A, r = .83

(p < .01); Center B, r = .15 (Preschool rankings: r = .48 in each
case). Teacher Rankings and Classification Test: Center AL, r = .60
(p < .05); Center B, r = s.15 (Preschool rankings: r = .72 (p < .05)
and r = .33, respectively). Teacher Rankings and Matrix: Center A,
r .49; Center B, r = -.45 (Preschool rankings: r = .65 (p < .05)
and r = s412, respectively).

35
It is true that the study group at Center A seemed to include all

the most and least obviously exploratory children, while two children
at the upper end of the range were excluded from the study, at
Center B, because they had been in school the previous year.
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IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSS/ON

The study set out to investigate curiosity and exploration in pre-
school disadvantaged children and to assess the relationship of this
behavior to other dimensions of child development. It has proven
possible to assess exploratory behavior in a variety of ways. Fur-
ther, the study has indicated a relationship between such behavior
and the nature of self-image, the child's perciptions and expectazions
of the environment and his level of conceptual. mastery.

Measures of curiosity and exploration in this study tended to confirm
each other and to suggest a generally consistent pattern of reaction
on the part of the children. The children's behavior in the preschool
setting itself -- their response to new experiences, their seeking of
novelty, their alertness to events and objects around them -- provided
important data whidh could be systematically evaluated. These data
suggested a basically consistent stance toward environmental oppor-
tunities, among the children -- a stance ranging along the "approach-
avoidance" continuum. Styles of approach or avoidance varied by
child, but differences in the overall level could be determined.

Evidence from the preschool observational data was generally cor-
roborated by the evaluations of teachers and observer, though the
strength of agreement varied with groups and with raters, and by the
responses of the children in a more confined and controlled labora-
tory situation. That the observations of children in the natural pre-
school setting yielded consistent and verifiable assessments is an
important fact. It suggests that the necessary conditions exist for
understanding the relattve level of exploratory attitudes among the
different children inlay preschool group. /t requires careful ob-
servation and the systematic analysis of those observations, but no
interference or specialized techniques beyond the ongoing program.

Perhaps it has been possible to establish consistent patterns and
relative rankings so easily, with such a small sample, because the
range of children in preschool centers for the disadvantaged is
really quite wide. They may differ from each other far more than
meets the eye in looking at the children, their neighborhoods and
their shared poverty status, with its attendant life problems. Some
children from these situations seem to come into the preschool better
equipped than others to make use of the opportunities. They notice,
explore, and respond to a greater degree than the other children.
Perhaps they can learn and grow under a wide variety of preschool
programs, using whatever is offered as grist. /t would be a mistake
to imply that they have no "deficits" or strong em,tional needs, or
that they can move easily and with parity into any learning situa-
tion with middle-class privileged children. Their strength is
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relative to other children of the disadvantaged population. They do
not necessarily compare with. their middle-class counterparts in
knowledge, language or emotional security, and their level of cur-
ious and exploratory behavior does not appear to be on a par with the
more vigorous of the middle-class children, whose generally advanced

level of experience, information, language (and, perhaps, responsive
models) allows them to notice and question much more. They seem

basically more able to take useful experience from their environment,
however, than other children in their groups. They are not only more

active in encounters with their surroundings, but they seem to see
the environment with greater coherence, have more expectation that
adults will be helpful and effective (and thus are useful as teachers),

have a more integrated sense of self and a more orderly way of grasp-
ing system in the physical environment (i.e., conceptual mastery).

With these children, the preschool has more strength to build on; with

close relationships and a rich program it may accomplish a great deal

for these dhildren.

The study has pointed, however, to what may be termed a "high risk

population," in developmental terms, within tbese same disadvantaged
preschool groups. The association between exploratory behavior and

other developmental variables was strongly suggested, in this pilot

study. Predictions were generally confirmed with respect to all the

dimensions studied. If we consider the "low" end of all the vari-
ables, the data suggested that children who showed little curiosity

or constructive exploratory behavior were also children whose image

of themselves was diffuse, who projected an environment characterized

by sustained crisis, little coherence and ineffective, poorly defined

adults, and whose conceptual grasp of order and relaionships in the

physical environment was conparatively low.

Some six children of the study -- one third of the sample -- fit this

general description, as assessed through the procedures of this study.

They had individual profiles, including points of greater strength for

some, but the syndrome suggested by the statistical pattern of asso-

ciations was generally evident in these children (as the more positive

syndrome was exemplified by certain others). Three were from one

Center and three from the other, suggesting that children of high
developmental risk probably appear in most preschool groups for the

disadvantaged.

These children seem needy in every possible way. They can be

expected to do poorly in school, but there is also risk that they

will progress poorly in the larger goals of psychological develop-

ment that involve differentiated functioning, effective coping and

emotional maturity.
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Preschool programs for children such as these may require complex and

subtle efforts and a hierarchical organization of experiences. It is

poasible or probable that intervention in the life environment of

these children is an essential for their growth. This project has

not established a connection between psychological features of the

family environment and the reactions of the children -- though some

assumptions about lower-class, inner city, disorganized families

guided construction of the predictions -- since it had no data for

assessing such connections. It seems possible, however, that such

connections exist and that optimal progress for these chtldren de;.

pends partly on intervention in the total family system." In addi-

tion, however, the preschool program itself may need to establidh a

hierarchy of approaches to these children. The predominant emphasis,

in many of the current preschool programs for disadvantaged children,

is on language training, labeling drill and conceptual exercises --

all considered relevant for later school success. It is doubtful,

however, whether children who have such an amorphous image of them-

selves and the world and who know so little can use such training;

it may be particularly questioned whether children who see adults

as ineffective and have little expectation of adult support can learn

well from them.

For these children, it is worth considering whether the primary steps

in a preschool program might not need to involve supportive, indi-

vidualized and predictable relationships; adult models of searching,

inquiring, exploratory approaches to the environment; a predictable

framework of events and sequences, in the program, within which to

note the new and unexpected; an encouragement of questioning and

noticing in the group at large; special efforts to involve the child

in vigorous and exploratory participation in experience, perhaps, in

early stages, at very simple sensory-motor levels, where the child

can feel his impact while learning something experientially about the

properties of his environment. The concept formation and labeling

material may be secondary for these children, except where it is cer-

tain that they will serve as tools for the experience of impact and

mastery.

These are not unfamiliar principles, in preschool education (Biber,

1964), but they may be essential features for these children,

despite the urgency of the need to improve their cognitive skills.

In addition, these children may need specialized programs of indi-

vidual intervention.

Certainly the data presented in this study are not definitive. It

is the primary purpose of a pilot study, working with a small sample

36See Minuchin, Montalvo et al. (1967).
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and exploring new techniques, to generate fruitful new hypotheses and
promising procedures. The data from this study have been somewhat
surprising in their consistency end coherence and have been presented,
thus, with some confidence. The study suggests several lines of fur-
ther research, however, growing out of its pilot status and prelimin-
ary findings:

1) Further development of promising techniques (curiosity assess-
ments, dilemma situations, mirror games) and further validation, with
larger samples, of the clustering of curiosity, self-image, perception
of the environment and concept formation into consistent syndromes.

2) Comparison with middle-class samples on selected aspects of
assessment -- in particulars curiosity and exploratory behavior,

affect differentiation, and projections in the semi-structured play
of the dilemma situations.

3) Study of the connection between family background and the pat-
tern of responses by the children -- family background to be defined

not by demographic data but by thorough study of the relationships,
the models and the modes of communication, guictance and affective
style in the family. A possible association, in this lower-class
population, between "disorganized" family environments and "high risk"
development in the children has been theoretically considered in the
study but not tested. This seems an important line of further

re'search.

4) Study of the impact of different preschool programs on chil-
dren who vary in the developmental characteristics studied in this
project. Data concerning different preschool settings were not pri-
mary, in this project, and the range among the Centers in which pre-
liminary and project data were collected was not great. It is the

writer's impression, however that the teacher who provided the
clearest model of inquiry in her classroom and the most individual-
ized contact with children raised the general level of exploratory
behavior in her group. It would, in any event, be of theoretical and
practical interest to study the impact of the various models of pre-
school intervention currently prevalent in the nation on such dimen-
sions as curiosity and exploratory behavior in the children.

5) Development of specialized approaches to "high risk" chil-
dren in the preschool. It seems possible that these children need
individual help, if they are to develop well, even in the context of
generally sensitive and effective programs. Such interventions may

take varied forms: e.g., individual play sessions, geared to
increasing the exploratory quality of the child's play, the differen-
tiation of his perceptions and his expectations of effective and
positive response from people. The development of effective forms
of intervention, however, is a problem for research.
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6) Lastly, a follow-up study of the children in this project
seems indicated. Further comparative data on their progress in

school and their general development over the subsequent few years

would provide interesting insights into the significance of the

differential patterns found among these children at the preschool

stage.
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Apapdie A

Insttuctions to Teachers fpr ftankAng_Children on Curiosity

and 421oratorv 'Behavior.

Can you think of each child in your group in terms of his or her clEi2ally -

the extent to which he exnlotes theyorld aroupd him.

I would appreciate your ranking the children of your group as best you

can, using the description below as a wey of. thinking about them. It

usrally works best to think of the most. eetploratory and curious child

first, writing the name OA line 1 of the accompanying sheet, then think-

ing of the ,ltst exploratory and curious child, writing the name on the

last line (whatever number is the total for your group). Then go back

to think of the next-ro-moat exploratory (line 2) and the next-to-least

(next to lest line) etc., working your way to the middle.

Below ie e description of what would be a very eurious and exploratory
preschool child. rerhaps no child iR ail ef this ail of the time, but

use the ideae to guide you. Try not to be influenced simply by whether

a child talks very well or is phyeicelly very ec?Ive.

The highli..entious k!ted,...exolEtratoll_ehlId7

Notices artrijf:acts to charlees andjiew events in the familiar

attlirig. (Spontaneously epproaches new play material; notices
another turtle tn the bowl, different pictures on the wail, the

teacher's new sweater, the snow beginning to fall, the entrance
of a nee child or strange adult into the room, ecc.)

Illaonis with jnteresLand_RIrtiqaptiert.to_tiew awriences
offered to tht.aroukb2.1he ceacher.. (Reacts to the events and

sights of a walk down the street; is involved in the presentation

of a new book or song, a new lotto game, discussion of a chart

with shapes and colors, a new game, etc.)

Istealpratoj;y in free piy of his oyn. (Uses varied materials,
manipulates and examines ohiects, combines things in new ways, etc.)

4-ks_mestions an0 tries to find outsb9ut,thines from other
ato,212.. (What's this? Do boats have wheels? Why does he have
boots on -- it's not snowing? What's in there? etc. Note that

a child who is not very verbal can indicate curiosity by very

simple questions or by gesture)

The least curious and exploratory children present the opposite pic-

ture: they are passive or seem to retreat from exploration; they do

not seem to notice things and do not participate in new experiences;
they play repetitively, passively or hardly at all; they seldom or

never ask questions.
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AgEtcpclia.c B

Point P.Y212E.I.eL.212.1taLSIELS2.1.11.2E2E1
(Kaleidoscope Situation)

Maximum possible score: 18

One point credit for each numbered item below:

Initial Reaction: 1. Reacts immediately on own

Span of Involvement: 2. Spends two full minutes exploring

without I's prompting (cannot be

credited if #1 not credited)

Questions: 3. General questions of identifica-
tion ("What is this?" etc.)

4. Other questions about object
("Can it open?" etc.)

Object Manipulation: 5. Turns object different ways
6. Turns moving part
7. Shakes object
8. Looks in object
9. Other

Spontaneous Verbalization: 10. Comments on what is seen in
Kaleidoscope

Two points credit for each numbered item below:

Novelty-Seeking Behavior:

Extension of Object Use:

11. Turns moving part in order to pro-
duce visual change (intent must be

clear)
12. Shakes object to produce visual

change
13. Changes object angle to produce

change (up, dwgn, to light, etc.)

14. Incorporates into play; uses
object in different ways (as

flashlight, camera, etc.)
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tigpendix C

yoint System for Classification Test Score

MaxiMUM possible score: 26

Itema 1-5

Sorting Behavior:

Verbalization:

Items 6-7

Sorting Behavior:

Items 8-10

Sorting Behavior:

Score
0 a Piling
1 aa Logical group or direct match

plus piling
2 is All selections part of logical

group; no extras (need not in-

include all objects that would

qualify)

No reason; naming of objects;

"autintic" reason
I Attempt at reason that connects

at least two items; verbal indi-

cation of a shared quality in
object&

Score
0 Piling
1 Match to both objects

Score
0 la Irrelevant to category
1 Mixed (but predominantly inappro-

priate)
2 Mixed (but predominantly appro-

priate; orange and red mixed on
#8 qualifies for this score)

3 Alt selections relevant to
category
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Pattern of Curiosity_maillalpratjon

Child

...m

Observation
in Preschool

-

Teacher
Ranking

Observer
Ranking1

......___

Object
Curiosity Session

(10.1) Checklist

Center A

.

Rank
Low-

2

Hizh Rmk
Low-
Hi..ab Rank

ow-
U.A Rank

Low- Low-

111.11 1____ii.,h...._

L i HYvonne3 8 1 H
_

5 H )1.5

Rose 18 L 10 L 10 L 18 L L .

Vera 3,5 H 3 H 3 H .)
.A H L

LMarie 13 L 8 L 7 L 10
.

L L
....1

Shirley 10 L 9 L
.

4 M 7 L

Larry

Carl

6

1.5

H

H

14.

r.:

...,

H

H

Ci

1

. L

H.
14.5 L H

8.5 1 H 14

Jerry 17
...... ...

L 9

+,

t L l'f L ft

Daniel 3.5 II

....-

6 L 2 1 I 2 H. /..

Robert 11.5 L 2 H i -6 L
.....

tt H L

Center B

15 L 5 L47

1

L 1..5

Ay.

L HMary

Alice 15 L , L 6 L
I L L

Tara 1.5 H 4 H I 1 H H

Vicky 5 11 3 H 4 H 111.5 L L

Jack 11.5 L 2 H 3 H ,:.! H H

Mickey 15 L 1 8 L 8 L U.5 L H

Mac 7 H 1 H

Martin 9 H
-,
i

r
J L 8.5 q H

1Ranks by teachers and obsetver are by Center. Center A: lowest

rank 10; Center B: laverA rank m 8 (all other rankings: lowest

rank 18).

2Placement above or below the median

3Pseudonyms
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111,22.1sm&L.1121.9121...sndLowcoinala........d
....____.afW!gttticnjkV5Aagit.iajllemma Situations

(Semi-Structured Play)

Daniel: Rank 1

Family

"His mother." (Else?) "His father." (Else?) "His big brother and

his sister." (Else?) "You ain't got no more?" The examiner says

that we have more if he needs them for the family. Re pauses and says,

"A grandpa." (Else?) "A grandma." He looks at the grandmother figure

and says, "She ain't flyin', only them is." Re points out the fact

that the arms of the others move, but that this figure hee arms that

are completely attached to the body.

I. Hungry

"His mamma give him some food." Re plays with the figures Lining up the

grandmother, the man, and the two boys, one behisd each other. He says,

"Two boys." The examiner asks him stet will happen then, and he says,

"He gonna eat all his food up." (Happen?) "Lemme see. His muvver

gonna give him some more." He then begins to count the figures. "One,

two --" and counts up through seven, eight, saying, "We got eight."

(This is diligent, but not accurate.)

TI- 121E12-rull

"The fsvver took him to the party." He does not manipulate the figures.

2he examiner asks him what happens then, and he says, "So he was glad."

(Happen?) "Then the party was over and he went back home."

III. LOSt'

"He lost. He cry. Re didn't know his way back home." He goes to look

at the figure, but doesn't yet handle him. (Happen?) "So his papa, the

favver, came to get him and fly back home." At thig point Daniel does

pick up the figures. He arranges the figures so that the father carries

the boy back to the line of figures.

XV. Hit

"They was sigkunl.6 He doesn't touch the figures but then says, "The

other boy was cryini." He takes up the first figure and says, "He beat

him up." Then he brings his arm back, carries this first figure in from

far off and hits the second boy over, flying at him hard with the figure

that he's carrying in his hand.
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Vicky:, Rank 2

Appendix E

Immediately Vicky says, "A Daddy." (Else?) "Her mother." (Else?)
"Her brother." (Else?) "A baby." (Else?) "Another girl, another
Daddy." (Else?) "Let me see, a baby." (Else?) "Another Daddy."
The examiner then tells her that we don't have another Daddy figure
and she says, "a dog."

"Her going to eat her dinner." (Happen?) "Her (pointing to the woman)
gonna cook her some rice, some peas, some meat, some bread, some milk."
Now Vicky walks the woman and says, "Her cookin'. Her goin to sit

down." (indicating the girl) She walks the mother over to the girl.
"She givin' food to her -- look!" She moves the mother's hand to the
girl's mouth. "And she goin' with Daddy, he gonna take a walk to the
park." The girl, the boy, and the man are now all handled. One child
on each side of the man as they walk along. "Look, he got the same
shoes," as she compares the boy and the man. "He gain' bye bye." She

indicates the girl and the father.

/I. Ptrty Fun

"He goin' to the party and sit down." The second male figure goes with
the girl. The two walk off the table to the other desk and continue
walking. "Her Daddy." (What are they doing now?) "He still seein' it.
He says no." (What do you mean?) "No. He don't take her to the party."
She walks the two back. "He goin' to the store." Then Vicky says in
the tone of an adult talking to a child, "You stay here and play. Look!"
Vicky now has the two Egures on a chair near the table. The girl and
the father are then walked all around, up the chair arms, across the
chair back, down the rungs of the chair and she says several times,
"Look, looks," and shows me how she walks theM.

III. Lost

"Couldn't find her sister." (Happen?) "Cause she was in the ..." (names
actual neighbors) "Cause she's acared of the ghost." (Happen?) "She

can find her sister." She picks the second girl up and takes her direct-
ly over and she has the two girls now close, face to face. (Doing?)

"They kissin'." She lays down the two girls together and says, "Them
asleep." She repeats this a couple of times. Now she picks up the male
and female and she says, "He goin' right in the church. He goin' bye-

bye." She walks the two figures across the table.
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IV. Hit

"Gonna hurt her back." She has the two girls fight. The first knocks

down the second. "He hit her. That's all." She puts the two down.

Carl: Rank 4.5

"Not me." (Who?) "You no got another boy to be his friend?" (Yes.)

"Well, gimme it." Examiner brings out another boy figure. "Got another?"

As Carl accepts this next boy, he bends the feet slightly saying he's

moving the feet so that he can walk better. (Else?) Charles points to

the two boys and says, "Him and him." (Else?) Charles ignores this and

plays with these figures, putting one on top of the other's head, and

shows them doing acrobatics so that he's got three of them standing

one on top of the other. The examiner asks whether he would like a

mammy in the family. "Yeah. Where's the daddy? Where the grandpa and

the grandma?" He is given these figures and then he looks at the two

men, compares them, and says, "He look like him," and then he says,

"The grandpa have a mustache."

I. 114nKry

"Back." (What do you mean?) "Sit down and wait for the food to get

done." (And then?) "Eat it!"

/I. WILIt.nt

No." (What happens?) "His mudder said nc.. That's what my mommy said."

Carl did not manipulate the figures during this interchange.

III. Lost

"The police gotta come." (And then?) "Phone number, address, his name,

his mudder's name, his fadder's name, his srandmother's name, and his

macipa's name." (Happen?) "He don't know where his house at. 567 --

that's where he lives. I know where he lives. He just go round the

corner." Now Carl reaches for the figure and movesit vigorously. "He

come back home! That's what he did!" He returns the figure to the

group very definitely and very vigorously. "I no get lost. I stay

with my =udder and my fadder."
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Carl, during this situation, manipulates the figures vigorously. He

begins by picking up the third boy and hitting hard at the first. He

says, "Bangs him down." (Who?) 111x boy." Carl lets out a big laugh.

"I banged this one and this one, both of them." He bangs the figures

vigorously and goodnaturedly and says something about the "police."

(Happen?) "His fadder coming now." He brings the father figure over

and Jumps on the other two boys. "His fadder jumping on lem. His

mudder coming." He has the mother jump on all three bqys. "Here

come the grandmudder. They all daid 'cause they jump& so fast. He

not daid and he not daid." Carl here has indicated the two grown men

vho were the only ones.who were not dead. "He jumped on the grandmudder

and her." He moves them all in a big jumping scene, the two men

jumping on all the others, and then finally lays them all on the ground.

Rose: Rank 16

Family

There's no response after repeated questions. Examiner asks if she would

like a mammy in the family. Rose nods yes. Examiner asks whether she

would like anybody else. "A daddy." (Else?) "Two sisters." (Else?)

"A baby." (Else?) Rose nods and says, "Two babies." (Else?) Rose

says, "NObody else."

I. pungry

Though the situation is repeated several times and in a variety of ways,

there is no answer. Rose makes no move.

II! haz.Ean

"Her daddy." Rose does not touch the figures and does not respond to

any questions about what happens next.

III. Lost

"Her gonna die." Rose does not devilop this any further, in spite of

questions.

IV. Hit

She says something which examiner can't catch, in a Very low voice.
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The examiner askd if the figure will hit het. Rose shakes her head

now The examiner asks if she will cry, and she shakes her head yes.

The examiner asks what she will do, and she says, "Her gonna cry."

After a pause, Rose picks up the baby, which is her first physical

contact with any of these figures. She starts to move its arms a

bit and ehen puts it down.

The examiner repeated the first situation about hungry, but Rose

said, "/ don't know."

Marie: Rank 16

Farailx

1Me and Jane." Examiner asks who Jane is and she says, "In there,"

meaning the Jane who is in her class. The examiner asks again who

should be in her family and Marie says, "Her," indicating the self fi-

gure. (Else?) "Her," indicating the other figure. The examiner
asks again about a family and Marie points to the other child. Then

the says, "That's me," pointing to the first figure and, "That's

Jane," pointing to the other. The examiner asks if she wants a

moony in the family, and she says "Amy." "Her mammy." (Else?) She

nods and points to the same woman.

I. itg111251

"If you go outside, you get hungry." (Happen?) "I don't know."

(You make it up.) "Her mommy said no." "You got a daddy of her?" The

examiner then gives her a male figure.

II. lAIL.Ela

When thwambion is presented, Marie shyly 'toeched the other girl and

looked at , (liappen?) "Her want to take her to the party." "You

got a monster dere?" The examiner says no, we don't have a monster.
Marie then inspects the male figure and says, "Why his face all dirty?"

(What happens?) "Cot a great, great big bag potate chips." She opens

her arms wide as she tells this.

III. Lost

"A monster will get herwand he gonna bring her back." (Who will bring
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again about the party and she says, "De party is gone. my party is
over."

XII. Lost

"Her no know where her is." (Eappen?) "Her don't know where her at."
(What will happen?) Mary shruAs and says, "I don't know."

Hit

"Her wanna hit her?" She bangs the first figure with the second
girl and says "1 gonna...." She bangs and laughs. Then she puts them
together face to face. (What are they doing?) "They kissin'."
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Daniel

b.P.PendPC. F

Illustrative Profiles of RankinzR.and :Median Placements

IIMADAS.212RiPension5.

Preschool obs.
Teacher rank
Obs. rank
Obj. curiosity
Checklist

D-/ Score
Affect Diff.
Diff body parts

Coping-Resol.
Percep. Ad.
No. del. resol.

Obj. Comp.
Classif.
Matrix

Rank

3.5
6
2

6

4
9

(of 10)
(of 10)

Score: 2
Score: 2

(not given)

Median Placement
Low High



Rose

Preschool obs.
Teacher rank
Obs. rank
Obj. curiosity
Checklist

D-/ Score
Affect Diff.
Diff. body parts

Coping -Resol.

Percep. Ad.
Nadel. resol.

Object Comp.
Classif.
Matrix

Rank

18

10 (of 10)
10 (of 10)
18

7

Score: 0
Score: 1

16

15

15

9 (of 16)

Appe LX F

Median Placement
Low High

Marie

Preschool obs.
Teacher rank
Obs. rank
Obj. curiosity
Checklist

D-I Score
Affect diff.
Diff. body parts

Coping-iesol.
Percep. Ad.
No. del. resol.

Object Comp.
Claseif.
Matrix

Rank

13

(of 10)
7 (of 10)

10

15

Score: 1
Score: 3

16 (annotated for
agg. & sex)

15.5
12.5
5 (of 16)
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Median Placement
Low High



Tara

Preschool obs.
Teacher rank
Obs. rank
Obj. curiosity
Checklist

D-I Score
Affect Diff,
Diff. body parts

Coping-Resol.
Percep. Ad.

resol.

Object Comp,
Classif.
Matrix

.Rank

1.5
4 (of 8)

1 (of 8)

9
Score: 0
Score! 3

8

4

1.5
2 (of 16)

Appendix F

Median Placement
Low High

1

In....00.001,110/00111111~MINAININNI.M.O.A.1.36.1~
I.M......0

Carl

Preschool obs.
Teacher rank
Obs. rank
Obj. curiosity
Checklist

D-I Score
Affect Diff.
Diff. body parts

Coping-Resol.
Percep. Ad.
No, del. resol.

Object Comp.
Classif.
Matrix

RAnk

1.5

5

(of 10)

8.5

4
Score: all

Score: 5)

4.5 (annotated for
aggression)

7

4.5
(of 16)

.53.

Median Placement
Low High
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Abstract of Final Ream

This pilot project had two primary objectives: to dovelop ways
of systematically describing variations in expressed curiosity
and constructive exploration among preschool disadvantaged chil-
dren, and to assess the relationship between the extent of such
spontaneous exploration and other aspects of the child's dynamic
and cognitive development. In connection with the second ob-
jective, it was predicted that children with more constructive
exploratory behavior would be characterized by a more integrated,
differentiated self-image; greater expectations of support, co-
herence and facilitation from the human and physical environment;
and greater conceptual mastery.

The study was conducted in two classes in urban preschool centers
for disadvantaged children. The subjects were 18 four year old
Negro children, newly entered in the Head Start (Cet Set") program.
There were three sources of data: observations in the preschool
setting; teacher rankings; four individual sessions with the
children.

Measures of curiosity and exploration were obtained from: obser-
vations of the group in new situations arising as part of the
preschool program; teacher rankings; responses to a new object
in a controlled situation (object curiosity); checklist of
session behavior. Measures of self-image, were obtained from
drawings and mirror games. Perce tions of adults and the environ-
ment were obtained from semi-structured play (dilemma situations
with family figures). Concept formation measures were obtained
from three classification and categorization situations, differ-
ing in the nature and concreteness of materials.

It proved possible to assess exploratory behavior in several ways.
The measures of curiosity and exploration tended to confirm each
other and to suggest a consistent pattern of reaction on the
part of the children. This pattern MR8 reliably related to the
nature of self-image, the child's perceptions and expectations
of the environment and his level of conceptual mastery -- more
active exploration being related to more coherent and positive
images and more adequate concept formation.

The study pointed to what may be termed a "developmental high
risk" group within the preschool disadvantaged population. The
data suggested that children who showed little curiosity or con-
structive exploratory behavior were also children whose image of
themselves was diffuse, who projected an environment character-
ized by sustained crisis, little coherence and ineffective, poorly



defined adults, and whose conceptual grasp of order and relation-

ships in the physical environment was comparatively poor. Chil-

dren such as these may require a preschool experience stressing

psychological coherence and interpersonal contact more than

spscific skills and training.

The study suggested several lines of further research, including

assessment of the possible relationship between "disorganized"

family environments and slhigh risk" development in the children

and evaluation of the impact of different preschool models on
the growth maintenance of exploratory behavior, as well as further

validation of the findings and comparison with middle-class pre-
school children on the dimensions studied in the project.
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